Total Vehicle Solutions

Introduction
Deploying the basic principles
of manufacturing to a very
high standard and providing
excellent customer service,
SB Components has grown
into the UK’s leading supplier
of bespoke components for
commercial vehicles.
We are in the business of improving the
profitability and safety of the road transport
industry. This is achieved by increasing fuel
capacity, utilising chassis space, improving
fuel efficiency, optimising load capacity,
providing storage space, improving driver
safety and in cab facilities etc. This can
all be achieved whilst enhancing the
appearance of the vehicle in a way that
suits the needs of each individual customer.
As a business we work very closely with
all major truck manufacturers and in doing
so we can fulfil the needs of all customers
from owner operators to large haulage
businesses and major fleet operators
including national retailers.

We operate within a 45,000 sq. ft.
production facility which is equipped
to the highest standards and includes
robotic punching and welding equipment.
Additionally we have production facilities in
Northern Ireland and a sales operation to
support our activity in continental Europe.
As you would expect, we adhere to strict
QA procedures, we are VCA accredited
and conform to ISO 9001.
The real competitive advantage that we
have is our team of people; experience and
technical expertise that is second to none
combined with energy and enthusiasm to
continually improve what we do.

Fuel tanks
Practical and cost effective solutions
are achieved because we focus on our
customers’ needs.
The introduction of AdBlue tanks and larger
exhaust systems can be accommodated by
our innovative approach to manufacturing.
By accurately interpreting your
requirements our team of expert CAD
engineers is able to design bespoke
tanks to optimise chassis space.
All tanks comply with Whole Vehicle Type
Approval legislation and are produced under
our strict quality assurance procedures. Antispill plates are fitted as standard and with the
ever increasing problem of fuel theft Antisyphon devices are offered as an option.

Combination tanks
Really effective use of chassis space can be
achieved by designing bespoke combination
tanks. This approach will give a very good
visual impression whilst incorporating both
fuel and oil into one chassis space.
We have extensive experience of designing,
manufacturing and fitting a variety of
combinations, in both aluminium and
stainless steel. These include - fuel/oil,
fuel/toolbox and fuel/AdBlue.

AdBlue and hydraulic
oil tanks
As an alternative to smaller factory fitted
AdBlue tanks larger stainless steel tanks can
be provided to increase capacity. A variety of
designs are available but bespoke solutions
can be developed by our CAD team.
Oil tanks are available to support a full range
of hydraulic motive equipment, ranging from
single tipping, walking floor, and to ejector,
low loader and crane applications. Hydraulic
tanks mounted at the rear of cab offer a very
practical and economical option.

Bus and coach tanks
Space is really at a premium in this sector,
so our expertise in designing a variety of
solutions to meet the needs of manufacturers
and operators is highly valued. Our production
capabilities are flexible enough to deal with
demand for both one off replacements and
larger volume contracts where we can utilise
our automated robotic welding systems.
More and more bus and coach operators
are realising that aluminium tanks can
represent much better value in the longer
term as steel tanks begin to corrode and
need to be replaced.

“Tesco ﬁt the SB Components full width
reverse punch aluminium catwalk to
it’s ﬂeet of DAF and Mercedes vehicles
as it gives the driver a safer working
environment when coupling and uncoupling.
Driver safety is a key factor for Tesco.”
Cliff Smith, Fleet Engineer

Catwalks

Side skirts

Designed to meet individual requirements
of the end user, centre walkways and full
chassis catwalks can be produced to fit
any tractor unit.

Custom built in aluminium to fit all 6x2 and
4x2 ranges of tractor unit.

To help prioritise driver safety when operating
at the rear of the cab we manufacture from
reversed punched aluminium. This unique
approach reduces the ‘slip factor’ particularly
when working in wet conditions.
An additional benefit of the full catwalk is to
protect against diesel theft by covering both
the fuel filler cap and sender unit.
Chequer plate catwalks are designed to
offer enhanced appearance and can be fully
painted to individual customer specification.

Available with hinged sections to provide
access to the chassis and painted to
individual specification. When designed in
conjunction with bespoke catwalks customers
can achieve an individual appearance.
Steps can be incorporated for easy access
and to aid driver safety when operating on
and off the chassis.

Fleet vehicle enhancements
To help owners of large fleets ensure that they
operate as safely and as socially responsibly
as possible a range of vehicle enhancements
are fitted.
Some examples include:
In cab verbal alarms - these are applied
to ensure that important tasks such as
application of the handbrake and wearing
of seatbelts are never overlooked.
Reverse bleepers - to help fleet operators
work 24/7 but in a socially responsible way
“white noise” alarms are fitted.
Engine idle cut outs - not only to protect
the environment, but to improve fuel
efficiency. Engine idle cut-outs are fitted
to ensure the drivers do no leave engines
running unnecessarily. (Time lapse is to
customer specification).
Battery guard systems - By utilising an
Anderson coupling device to operate tail lifts
etc. batteries can become depleted. By fitting
this system it ensures there is always enough
power in the battery to start the engine,
avoiding wasted time and inefficiency.
Proximity sensors - additional sensors can
be fitted to help drivers manoeuver in tight
operating conditions. By fitting lower step
sensors it can aid safety and also protect
from damage to vehicle.
Raised A-frames
The fitting of raised A-frames ensures that
suzie leads are always tidy and not tangled at
lower levels. This makes it easier to operate
at the back of the cab and helps to reduce
the hazard of trailing leads. An additional
commercial benefit is gained by extending
the life of the leads and reducing replacement
costs. Compact suzie leads can also be fitted
in conjunction with the A-frame specification.

Air kits
We fit a selection of air management kits to
enhance aerodynamics and help to reduce
fuel consumption. Forward opening side
deflectors can be fitted as an additional
feature to improve driver safety when
operating on and off the chassis.
Fifth wheels
Any type of fifth wheel can be fitted to meet the
specific needs of the customers applications,
from air operated sliding mechanisms to duel
height applications.
Anti-fuel theft devices
These devices are popular with fleet
operators as it is ever more important to
totally reduce fuel loss arising from either
theft, spillage or overfilling.

Tippers

Box bodies

All tippers in our range are designed and
constructed in our own purpose built facility.
The fully pressed and welded alloy tipper
is very robust and durable yet provides the
benefit of extra payload because of its light
weight construction. Introduction of the iTip
1000 has created much interest in the 3.5t
chassis market as payloads are up to 12%
higher that most alternatives.

All bodies are manufactured to customer
specified dimensions and can be constructed
from GRP, aluminium or polypropylene
composite. A wide variety of applications
can be accommodated. Exhibition display
vehicles, refrigeration units, motor sports
transportation, power generators, curtains to
single side, tail lifts and interior load restraints
are some examples of what is available.

Construction from aluminium, steel or
a combination of both and deploying
experience gained over 25 years we can
offer an impressive range of options.
Including: under floor, front end or 3-way
tipping gears, we also offer body insulation,
tarmac chutes, tow bar couplings with electrics,
hand wash units, cage extensions and more.

Curtainsiders
Tailored to specific requirements,
manufactured from aluminium or steel and
available in light weight configurations with
an all alloy front headboard infill. The range
of rear closures include, shutter, barn doors,
cantilever tail lifts with seal kits or a solid
panel. Sliding roofs, smooth buckle free
curtains, drawbar couplings and chassis
mounted pallet trucks can also be fitted.

Tail lifts
A comprehensive range of tail lifts are
available and can be supplied and fitted
to the chosen vehicle type.
Our curtainsiders, drop sides and box bodies
can be fitted with tuckaway, column lifts or
cantilevers with a seal to form a rear closure.

Beavertails

Dropsides

Ramp operation can be manual, hydraulic or
pneumatic depending on customer specified
requirements. A variety of ramp options are
available, including spring assisted and the
innovative cheese wedge construction. Other
SB products to compliment the beavertail
include cranes, winches and tool boxes.

Built to suit raw material stock holders,
general fabricators and builder’s merchants.
Available with hollow plank dropside doors
and tailgates or galvanised steel framework
with mesh infill. Floors can be fitted as either
aluminium, a variety of wood or composite.

Platforms
The lightest option available is full aluminium
construction, but all specifications can be
supplied including heavy duty steel. Cranes
can be fitted to either front or rear of the
chassis. Twistlocks, lashing rings and rear
pull-outs can be incorporated. Also, slideaflex
systems are available which are ideal for
steel merchant bodies or for carrying other
specialist products.

Extra light weight
At SB Components we like to maintain
momentum of innovation and are continually
seeking to develop innovative products to
help our customers.
With the ever increasing cost of fuel it is so
important to help reduce the un-laden weight
of the vehicle whilst maintaining strength and
durability. By utilising thermoplastic materials
we can reduce weight dramatically for some
applications, especially for smaller commercial
vehicle bodies. By using polypropylenehoneycomb and reinforced fibre-glass
materials we can produce a very strong body
that will increase payloads therefore reducing
mileage and fuel consumption.

“We were extremely happy with both
the quality and the build time of the
merchant bodies that SB built for us
in 2011 and would certainly look to
use them on future projects.”
Phil Alexander, Head of Transport

Cranes

Hydraulic equipment

Our engineers have experience in fitting a
wide range of cranes to vehicles to meet the
specific purpose of the customer. We can
help to define the most appropriate solutions
and then offer a full supply, fitting and after
sales service.

An extensive range of hydraulic motive unit
installations are available to suit tipping,
walking floor, ejector, low loader and crane
applications. Further solutions that create
the ability to be able to operate two or more
of these applications from one unit can be
purposely designed, enabling our customers
to offer an adaptable service from one unit.

Tailor made solutions can be developed from
manual and electric micro cranes right up to a
capacity of over 100 tonnes/metre.
Examination and testing of all types of both
new and used cranes can be undertaken in
our dedicated facility.

All hydraulic motive unit conversions are
installed to meet the highest specifications,
tailored to suit the specific needs of our
customers and are supported by the SB
two year warranty package.

Wheelbase alterations

Chassis packaging

There are various circumstances which
lead to the requirement to either lengthen
or shorten the chassis. It might be to
suit a particular application or to meet
a deadline by utilising an available
chassis from manufacturers stock. All
wheelbase modifications are carried out
using the highest grade materials by very
experienced engineers and complying with
manufacturer’s guidelines.

The need for relocating original chassis
components is becoming ever more
demanding and complex. By utilising
expertise developed from practical
experience we are able to deliver the
best bespoke solutions.

In all circumstances we ensure the
future integrity of the vehicle, working to
strict operating procedures full traceability
is ensured.
For extra confidence chassis alterations will
be covered by implementation of Whole
Vehicle Type Approval legislation.

By relocating original chassis components
we can re-package both Euro 5 and Euro 6
specifications. This approach will achieve
an optimum outcome to meet individual
customer requirements within current
manufacturer’s guidelines.
A variety of additional components such as
gas tanks, blowing and pneumatic equipment
can be accomodated.

Painting facility
To further enhance our portfolio of products
and services we offer a full range of painting
and powder coating options. Utilising a
superb facility adjacent to the vehicle body
manufacturing operation we paint cabs,
chassis and bodywork to an extremely high
standard. Our in house powder coating not
only enhances the appearance but helps to
improve the durability of our products.
(All paintwork carries the SB two year warranty
from date of registration)

Heavy haulage

Customisation

There are many different applications
that demand an individual solution to be
developed for heavy haulage so it is essential
that we fully understand the customers needs.
Therefore, this sector presents particularly
challenging opportunities to demonstrate a
comprehensive range of capabilities. Working
closely with the customer we design, develop
and produce bespoke solutions and these
can include: a complete range of fifth wheels
from 38 tonne to 150 tonne, rear of cab
combined fuel tank/toolbox modules, front
and rear tow pin assemblies, heavy duty
aluminium chequer plate rear wings and also
complete hydraulic systems.

This capability is particularly valued by
operators that are seeking to give the vehicle
an individual appearance. In a competitive
industry it is essential to be efficient at what
you do but it also helps to stand out from
the crowd. Because of our unique breadth of
skills and services we can achieve exceptional
results that match the exact requirements of
a bespoke specification. Either for practical
applications or to significantly enhance the
appearance of the vehicle a wide range
of additional award winning customised
features are available, including: side skirts,
full catwalks, rear infill’s, A-frames, light bars,
stainless steel exhausts and accessories.

Type Approval
Our industry is facing the challenge presented
by the introduction of “European Community
Whole Vehicle Type Approval” (ECWVTA).
SB Components have fully engaged with the
process of implementation and are dedicated
to working with our customers and suppliers
to ensure that all vehicles meet the relevant
environmental and safety standards.
This will be achieved by consistently working
to a level of conformity throughout all
manufacturing processes and multi stage
fitments that match a single approved
specification. (This will apply to all
bodybuilders and associated manufacturing
companies within the UK).
Because of our existing working methods and
adherence to QA standards (ISO 9001:2008)
we are well placed to adhere to the ‘type
approval’ standards. Depending on the type
of vehicle, different dates have been set for
compulsory implementation of the directive.
However, all categories of vehicle will
need to be ‘type approved’ by 2014. (More
information is available at www.dft.gov.uk).

The good news for our customers is that
many of our products are already certificated
and we are on course to be fully compliant in
advance of all appropriate deadlines.
Inevitably there are costs associated with
the introduction of this legislation but with
careful planning and implementation our goal
is to maintain the excellent levels of product
quality and service at competitive prices.
We also aim to gain the knowledge and
experience required to help and support our
customers to comply with this legislation.
We appreciate the extra burden that
adherence to this legislation will put onto
many of our customers and trade dealerships.
Therefore our commitment is to ensure
that all end user requirements can be
accommodated by utilising manufacturing
and fitting capabilities that are not only under
one roof but fully comply with ‘Whole Vehicle
Type Approval’.

Contact details

Our product range

UK head ofﬁce

 Fuel tanks

SB Components (International) Limited

 Hydraulic oil tanks

Millennium Works Enterprise Way
Wisbech Cambs PE14 0SB

 Stainless steel AdBlue tanks

T: +44 (0)1945 475234
F: +44 (0)1945 476251

 Anti siphon devices

 Combination tanks
 Chassis catwalks
 Aluminium side skirts

Ireland head ofﬁce

 Aluminium/stainless steel toolboxes
 Chassis packaging

SB Components (International) Limited

 Commercial vehicle bodywork

Unit G 9 Michelin Road
Mallusk BT36 4PT

 Crane ﬁtments

T: +44 (0)2890 846677
F: +44 (0)2890 846678

 Hydraulic equipment

 Wheelbase alterations
 Pneumatic discharge equipment
 Raised A-frames

Europe head ofﬁce

 Full air management kits

SB Components (Europe) B.V.

 Fleet vehicle enhancements

Heideweg 64
3829BB Hooglanderveen
The Netherlands

 Battery guard and split charge systems

T: +31 (0)646 070 468

 Light bars and accessories
 Vertical tailpipes
 Heavy haulage conversions
 38-150 tonnes ﬁfth wheels
 Under chassis protection

www.sb-components.com

 Aluminium wings
 In cab driver accessories
 Painting and powder coating facility
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